BOOK REVIEWS
ATLAS OF TOTAL BODY RADIONUCLIDE IMAGING, Vol. I & II.
E. W. Fordham, A. Ali, D. A. Turner, J. Charters. Philadelphia, J.B.
Lippincott Company, 1982, 1000 pp, $175.00

This two-volume work on total body imaging may well be re
garded by future historians of nuclear medicine as representing
the high points in the art of total body imaging in clinical nuclear
medicine. It is presented at a time when changing indications for
skeletal scintigraphy require high-resolution images and when
many laboratories move away from routine total body scans to
perform localized views in different projections. It is also the only
atlas with emphasis on images obtained with the Anger tomographic scanner (Pho-Con), an instrument no longer commercially
available, but highly regarded by some. With regard to information
content and volume, it is also the largest collection of well-inter
preted, beautifully reproduced, total body Â¡magesavailable to
date.
The two volumes have a modern, pleasing design. Image re
production is excellent and the material is presented in clearly
identifiable sections. Though the books are entitled "atlas," the
information contained in these two volumes would almost justify
the classification of textbook as well. The selection of cases is from
the authors' laboratories and reflects the principal author's (EWF)
fondness for the unusual and stunning scintigram.
The primary goal of this atlas is to demonstrate patterns of
abnormality in both typical and less typical variations. This goal
is accomplished with many well-described examples of technical
artifacts, of normal variants, of common and of rare diseases, and
of pitfalls in interpretations. Volume I is entirely dedicated to
skeletal imaging with Tc-99m labeled phosphates or phosphonates.
The volume is divided into 22 chapters, which include chapters on
methodology and instrumentation, chapters on the important bone
diseases and other topics such as a treatise on false-negative and
false-positive scans, and soft tissue and urinary tract abnormalities
recognizable on bone scintigrams. The cases are well documented
with localized gamma camera views, radiographs, and CT images,
all of excellent quality. The clinical data are generally informative,
complete but not excessive, and the bibliography of each volume
is restricted to a selection of important and original articles.
Finding specific images is facilitated by a case identification in the
upper, outer edge of the page. The cases are well referenced and
the index is helpful for using this book as a quick reference.
The second volume contains gallium-67 imaging, bone marrow
imaging, thyroid, cardiovascular, hepatobiliary and renal imaging
with emphasis on total body pictures. Undoubtedly the chapter
on bone marrow imaging with Fe-52 is the most original and
contains information on methodology and results not available in
the literature. The authors accomplish diagnostically useful images
with this positron-emitting isotope by modifying collimation and
shielding of the standard Pho-Con instrument and by modifying
the standard injection technique. Illustrations of normal bone
marrow distribution in different age groups are given. Another
outstanding contribution of the authors is the use of several
whole-body images to demonstrate distribution and redistribution
of radiopharmaceuticals in the body with time, by adjusting
scanning speed or intensity settings so that the resulting serial
images are corrected for isotopie decay.
For the physician interested in clinical nuclear medicine the
strength, and at the same time the weakness, of this atlas is the
emphasis on total body images, which is a reflection of the authors'
contributions to total body imaging over the last years. As a
strength this atlas contains valuable information on body distri
bution of radiopharmaceuticals generally not appreciated when
only restricted views of the area of interest are obtained with the
gamma camera. Thus, the book gives helpful hints in interpreting
the puzzling scintigram when an artifact or unsuspected finding
is present. A weakness of the total-body approach to imaging is
inherent in the relatively low resolution of these images when
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compared with those from a modern gamma camera. The authors
justify their emphasis on total body imaging with their sometimes
spectacular results in discovering an unsuspected clue to the di
agnosis, and the fact that sites for additional special camera views
can be selected from total body images.
Everybody involved and interested in clinical nuclear medicine
should read at least portions of this atlas. Besides being a reference
for interpretation of the unusual and unexpected scintigram, this
work also demonstrates in a unique way what happens to radio
pharmaceuticals when they are injected into a patient. Owners of
Pho-Con instruments will probably be encouraged not to retire
their instruments yet.
HEINZ WAHNER
Mayo Clinic
Rochester, Minnesota

VASCULAR MALFORMATIONS AND FISTULAS OF THE BRAIN
(SEMINARS IN NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY). R. R. Smith, A. F.
Haerer, W. F. Russell, Eds. New York, Raven Press, 1982, 268 pp.
$32.00

With the recent refinements in neuroangiographic, microsurgical, and balloon catheter techniques have come a rekindled in
terest in the treatment of cerebral vascular malformations and
carotid-cavernous fistulae. This most recent monograph in the
Seminars in Neurological Surgery series addresses both of these
topics.
The first section of the book deals with cerebral arteriovenous
malformations and begins with sections covering the natural his
tory, neuroradiologic evaluation, and the surgical treatment of
those difficult clinical problems. In addition, a chapter on pellet
embolization as a treatment modality is included. Most of these
well-written chapters are preceded by a summary of representative
clinical cases and followed by excellent literature reviews. Al
though most new concepts dealing with arteriovenous malforma
tions are included in the discussions, the more traditional approach
is stressed. Of special interest to neurosurgeons is a chapter by Dr.
Dwight Parkinson on the direct surgical approach to these le
sions.
The remainder of the text deals with carotid-cavernous fistulae
and is introduced by an excellent chapter concerning the neuroophthalmological aspects of this syndrome. Dr. Gerald Debrun's
chapter is a superb summary of his detachable balloon technique
in the treatment of carotid-cavernous and vertebro-vertebral
fistulae. These readers have never seen a better summary of this
new and exciting technology. The book closes by reporting on the
results of two other groups utilizing Dr. Debrun's technique.
Neurosurgeons, neurologists, and ophthalmologists will find this
new book readable and quite useful.
DOUGLAS SAVAGE
J. PARKER MICKLE
Univ. of Florida School of Medicine
Gainesville, Florida

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY OF GUT REGULATORY PEPTIDES. R.
Bloom, R. G. Long, Eds. New York, Praeger, 1982, 194 pp,
$24.95

This multiauthored book describes the methodology used to
quantitate several gut regulatory peptides. Because of the low
concentrations involved, radioimmunoassay is still the method of
choice, although several other techniques have been developed in
recent years. The text assumes some basic radioimmunoassay
knowledge, as there is little general theory presented. The first
several chapters discuss, in varying detail, general factors of RIA
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